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what Car? it's your Safety, your Money and your Peace of Mind

having a car is more than mobility, it can be an investment or a disaster, a safe auto or a death
trap, check it out.

(PRWEB) June 16, 2005 -- You are keen, very keen to upgrade your four rubber to something more superb,
sleek, eye catching and worth it's money, you think aloud, sometimes silently, asking the one and only question,
how do I know what I'm buying?

easy questions to ask, but tough ones to answer, any car can look fab on the surface, well polished, colours
beautifully presented, with all the external razmataz in full glow, but what's under the bonnet, what worlds has
the car seen?, where is it's allegiance, has it really finished the job it was destined for?, any dealer or a private
seller can package any car as a top dog going for cheap money, but is it really worth it?

I owe myself the duty of protecting my money as you do as well, the car I'm buying is one thing, it's duty to me
is much more important, any good car can be turned into a death trap, not fit for anywhere, but the crush, but
many vehicles find their way back to the roads through unscrupulous deals, don't be a victim. Many TV
programmes in the UK have highlighted the dangers of buying cars without proper history checks, some are
Insurance write-offs.

Admittedly the Government via the DVLA has introduced measures to protect innocent buyers like yourself,
but the dealers in the trade still have means of bypassing such measures. The link to DVLA is for you to check
things out. Remember, it's your money, your car and your safety!

Yes, I have to conceed that you are never 100% sure of the checks you make on any vehicle, but a reasonable
degree of checks can give you some assurance within your human efforts that you've covered as much ground
as possible. With car check services, you can uncover hidden things like if the car has been stolen, written off,
imported, finance or any other adverse history

Compare this minimal cost to the sense of assurance you'll have and you can conclude without any iota of doubt
that It's worth it.

They are all over, Car Supermarkets, Dealers, EBay, Private Sellers all competing for your money, but are they
competing for your safety, most likely not, part with your money and long goodbybye seems to be the game.

Please complete this story here at http://www.carwatch.lekky.net.
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Contact Information
Ola Egbeyemi
http://www.carwatch.lekky.net
07931175551

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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